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Why High Inflation is a Positive for the UK Debt-to-GDP Ratio 

13.77__How-to-Frame-Inflation-as-a-Positive-for-the-UK-Debt-to-GDP-Ratio__(Oct_25_2022) 

By Nick Ray Ball Oct 25, 2022 

 

For Rishi Sunak, Rupal Patel, Jack Meaning & The Bank of England 

 

First and foremost, I am not saying inflation is good, I am simply laying out the 

reasons why it's not as bad as is reported and giving you a better way to frame it 

to the media, bankers, politicians and the public at large. 

 

Today I am writing the first of three papers and an introduction to S-World UK 

Butterfly AGI, inspired by a commiserations letter I wrote to Liz Truss on Friday, 

Oct 20, 2022. 

 

The working titles of the other two papers are important for content, they are; 

  

2. S-World AGI – UK Butterfly – How to score a perfect 4x on the Keynes 

Multiplier, without any arguments. 

 

3. Loss Aversion in UK Politics and the Media. 

You may read the quickly written letter I wrote Liz Truss at the following URL: 
https://www.supereconomics.ai/13.69b__Dear_Liz,_Something_to_cheer_you_up,_when_all_is_dark__(Oct

_24_2022)  

 
So to business then and the first of the three papers; Why High Inflation is a 

Positive for the UK Debt-to-GDP Ratio 

What I’m presenting is not in any way controversial, it is textbook economics, 

but with a loss-averse media favouring bad news, and the 3rd rule of 

macroeconomics being expectations, it has been either overlooked or sat on.  

I know much more about US economics than UK economics, but for now, let us 

assume the similarities are true in this instance.  

The USA never paid off its second world war debt, it just got inflated away, as a 

very small number within a much larger one. So in terms of the important debt-

to-GDP ratio, which in turn is a major signal to lenders – inflation is good. 

https://www.supereconomics.ai/13.69b__Dear_Liz,_Something_to_cheer_you_up,_when_all_is_dark__(Oct_24_2022)
https://www.supereconomics.ai/13.69b__Dear_Liz,_Something_to_cheer_you_up,_when_all_is_dark__(Oct_24_2022)
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I’m not saying it is desirable, but I will say that if it’s a global problem or a 

Western problem at least, then no matter the cause (too much QE, Energy Prices, 

a general readjustment due to lower wages in the developing world, et al.)  

There is only so much that the UK government and the BOE can do about it. 

Maybe one can move it up or down 1%, but that will not make a great deal of 

difference to the global/Western situation.  

My point is that there is not a great deal that can be done after fiscally 

responsible coordinated government and BOE actions have been deployed, as 

seems now on the cards. So instead of running from the problem, why not create 

a media-focused positive inflation strategy? By refarming inflation as presented.  

 

On Friday I wrote some very quick numbers on a spreadsheet that draw on some 

further basic assumptions.  You can download the spreadsheet here 

1. If GDP only increases in real terms of Output by 1%. Then the debt-to-GDP 

ratio would stay the same, but as GDP is measured by the cost of items, if the 

cost increases by 10% a year for 3 years and the cost is pro rata averaged out 

across the economy then the cost of all items would be 30% more + 3% for the 3 

1% years of growth, plus a little more for the compound nature of these things 

so a 33%+ increase to the cost of all output and so a 33% increase to GDP? (Note 

the deliberate question mark here, it is a statement, but it can be improved upon 

by specialists.) 

 A touch of post-script research and I remember there is both nominal GDP in 

which inflation is not factored and real GDP where it is. See 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/realgdp.asp - so in the above, I am 

describing nominal GDP, whereas when historical GDP curves over the last 100 

years which steadily rise at an almost predictable rate use real GDP (inflation-

adjusted GDP), and so stagflation is in terms of real GDP, and my assessment is 

based on stagflation, so in the real world, the debt-to-GDP ratio will be even 

lower than my figures suggest as I cautiously only put in 1% for real GDP 

whereas it will likely be closer to 1.5% or more when you average out  2023, 

2024 and 2025. 

 

2. For now, let us ignore the import and export variables, sure, we should be 

making more things and exporting them and or selling them to ourselves and we 

come to this in S-World UK Butterfly – How to score a perfect 4x on the 

Keynes Multiplier. But for the sake of simplicity, let's ignore this for now. 

 

https://nickrayball.com/13.77__How-to-Frame-Inflation-as-a-Positive-for-the-UK-Debt-to-GDP-Ratio--Spreadsheet__(Oct_25_2022).xlsx
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/realgdp.asp
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3. My data is far from perfect, but the principle holds. Here is the crux of the 

spreadsheet that assumes 10% inflation and 1% GDP growth for three more 

years, not saying that’s going to happen, just saying that if it does, it is not a bad 

thing for the UK debt- to-GDP ratio, which if lowered would decrease borrowing 

costs and lessen the amount of our GDP spent on paying off existing debts in real 

terms. So let us see some numbers based on 3 more years of 11% inflation. 

 

First, however, let us deal with my input assumptions, my variables, which will 

not be correct, but are close and the point is not the starting number and the 

ending number – the point is the swing.  

 

I start with a quickly made estimate of UK GDP in 2022 at £2.6 trillion, my very 

basic sources were this Google search and this Google search the first suggesting 

£2.2T in 2021 and the second saying £2.7T in 2020 (quite a difference), so I use 

£2.6T, but it may well be higher due to the 2021 figure being artificially low due 

to COVID. 

 

For UK debt, I looked at two sources Statista.com and TheGuardian.com Statista 

suggested £2.1T in 2020/2021 and with 2021/2022 also being a COVID year I 

estimated £2.5 for 2022/2023 which if 2022/2023 GDP ends up at £2.6T is close 

to the Guardian.com headline; Now Britain is in the 100% debt-to-GDP club, 

what’s the spending plan? Where £2.6T in debt and £2.6T in GDP would make an 

even 100%.  

However, for the figures in the spreadsheet, I shall use an estimate of 

2022/2023 GDP of £2.6T and dept of £2.5T for a starting debt to GDP ratio of 

96.15%, then simply apply 11% inflation each year and after add the estimated 

increase in borrowing and work out the 2025/2026 debt to GDP ratio if inflation 

is 10% a year and Real GDP growth is 1% each ear. Here is that simple 

spreadsheet: 

 
GDP  £ 2,600,000,000,000.00  2022 

10% Inflation + 1% Growth 11%   

   £    286,000,000,000.00    

GDP  £ 2,886,000,000,000.00  2023 

10% Inflation + 1% Growth 11%   

   £    317,460,000,000.00    

GDP  £ 3,203,460,000,000.00  2024 

10% Inflation + 1% Growth 11%   

   £    352,380,600,000.00    

GDP  £ 3,555,840,600,000.00  2025 

https://www.google.com/search?q=uk+gdp+in+2021&rlz=1C1VDKB_en-GBGB970GB970&oq=UK+GDP+in+20&aqs=chrome.0.0i512j69i57j0i512l8.6526j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=uk+gdp+&rlz=1C1VDKB_en-GBGB970GB970&sxsrf=ALiCzsaY4WK9Pp89A8lEapqjqRVMVngBRg%3A1666368360728&ei=aMNSY7iMLMiagQb3iLPwBg&ved=0ahUKEwi44NLx2fH6AhVITcAKHXfEDG4Q4dUDCA8&uact=5&oq=uk+gdp+&gs_lp=Egdnd3Mtd2l6uAED-AEBMgQQIxgnMgQQIxgnMgsQABiABBixAxiDATIFEAAYgAQyBBAAGEMyBRAAGIAEMgQQABhDMgQQABhDMgUQABiABDILEAAYgAQYsQMYgwHCAgoQABhHGNYEGLADkAYISO0dUK4cWK4ccAJ4AcgBAJABAJgBQaABQaoBATHiAwQgQRgA4gMEIEYYAIgGAQ&sclient=gws-wiz
https://www.statista.com/statistics/282647/government-debt-uk/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/sep/04/now-britain-is-in-the-100-debt-to-gdp-club-whats-the-spending-plan
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We see that in 2025, GDP would be £3,555,840,600,000.00 (£3.55T) 

 

Now the trickier part; estimating borrowing, one can always have the possibility 

of an ELE (extinction level event), or another pandemic, so there can be no 

accurate predictions only estimated guesses. But based on current borrowing, 

let us take the FTs figure for Sep 2022 of £20 billion, and the ons.gov.uk Q1 2022 

average figure of £15.8 billion and use £18 billion a month as our figure x 12 for 

£216 billion in 2022. And for continuity let's apply an 11% yearly increase to 

that.  

 
Borrowing  £ 216,000,000,000.00  2022 

10% Inflation + 1% Growth 11%   

   £   23,760,000,000.00    

Borrowing  £ 239,760,000,000.00  2023 

10% Inflation + 1% Growth 11%   

   £   26,373,600,000.00    

Borrowing  £ 266,133,600,000.00  2024 

10% Inflation + 1% Growth 11%   

   £   29,274,696,000.00    

Borrowing  £ 295,408,296,000.00  2025 

      

2023 + 2024 + 2025  £ 801,301,896,000.00    

  

And we have £801,301,896,000.00 (£0.8T) 

 

Now we add that £0.8T to our 2022 starting estimate of £2.5T for a 2025/2026 

estimate of debt of £3.2T relative to a GDP of £3.55T for a debt to GDP ratio of  

 
GDP  £ 3,555,840,600,000.00  2025 

Debt  £ 3,301,301,896,000.00  2025 

  92.84% 2025 

 

This is still high, but it has gone in the right direction relative to our 2022 

96.15%. Or as the Guardian Reported 100% (albeit if it was already 100% the 

figures would be different, so we must use the 96.15%.) 

 

Further, any country that after borrowing a lot of money to pay for COVID can by 

2025 move their debt to GDP level to a pre covid figure would be seen as fiscally 

responsible by the World Bank, the IMF and others. Of course, the same may 

happen to all western economies, and maybe, just maybe that’s the reason for 

https://www.ft.com/content/f5436753-3703-43e9-9b5c-9e1e56725c20
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/governmentpublicsectorandtaxes/publicspending/bulletins/ukgovernmentdebtanddeficitforeurostatmaast/march2022
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the inflation in the first place, and once Western county's debt to GDP levels are 

restored below that 100% benchmark it will stop all by itself. That’s only a 

theory I had just now, but the figures, in general, are not. 

 

As for right now, we need two more pieces of the puzzle, which will be presented 

in my next two papers, first how S-World AGI, can create a Keynes Multiplier of 

4:1, simply by matching government investment of say £400 billion over 4 years. 

With a private investment of three times as much. So £1600 billion over  4 years. 

Forget about the debate that has been going on with economists for nearly a 

century about the effect of the Keynes multiplier, where one tries to estimate the 

value of putting say £400 billion into the economy, on infrastructure projects 

like HS2 and the like. When you achieve a matching investment of 3:1, the 

collective (federal and local) tax receipts alone will add far more to the public 

purse than is paid out.  

 

The last piece of the puzzle is when combining the two above into an economic 

strategy, the loss-averse media and other political parties will have so much 

good news that it more than compensates the 1:2 effect of Kahneman and 

Tversky's loss aversion theory, made economically famous by Richard Thaler 

and others. Where bad news (or threats) are twice as motivating as good news.  

 

And with that plan, that roadmap, the very same thing that derailed Lis Truss’s 

vision, the third law of macroeconomics – expectations, will work in reverse and 

if deployed as a unified message across all parties (because S-World AGI already 

has Labour and the Greens votes, they just don’t know it yet), then we could see 

an immediate boost the UK economy and great expectations will become great 

history.  

 

End of paper, except for a little bit of my debt to GDP analysis history: 

 

_____________________________ 

 

The Kobayashi Maru debt-to-GDP Game – Feb, 2012 

 

What do know about debt-to-GDP ratios? 

As someone without an economics degree?  

Well, you can say I have an instinctual feel for them, as in February 2012 without 

any economics training and just an hour on Wikipedia one of my first economic 
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works, written before my first economic book The Theory of Every Business, 

that was improved upon in parts two and three by combining it with influences 

from quantum mechanics, then string theory, I created the Kobayashi Maru GDP 

Game spreadsheet/software; you may download it here.  

 

As you can see below, it was a cautionary tale that focused on the Debt to GDP 

ratio of the US. The game was you could change 13 variables seen below in the 

colour light purple to see the future debt to GDP ratio, and the Kobayashi Maru 

was there was no way to win, except perhaps the theory of every business I was 

presenting in American Butterfly. 

 

 
 

However, the game was won, and the US did not fall into the debt-to-GDP trap 

shown, as interest rates dramatically lowered and other factors combined to 

avert the catastrophe, thus far.  

You will see it quickly revisited and explained in this exploratory paper from 

2017, find the section – Obama Wins, and note this paper was never released. 

But it is the only work I have done, specifically on the debt-to-GDP ratio. 

 

For better papers, I did release from 2017 see https://www.angeltheory.org and 

to see a good sample of work from 2012 to 2022 see https://nickrayball.com, 

but be quick because as soon as I have traction, this may well become a secret 

once again.  

 

http://americanbutterfly.org/pt1/the-theory-of-every-business/index
http://americanbutterfly.org/pt2/spiritually-inspired-software/index-spiritually-inspired-software
http://americanbutterfly.org/pt3/the-network-on-a-string/index-the-network-on-a-string
https://nickrayball.com/The-Kobayashi-Maru-GDP-GAME.xls
http://americanbutterfly.org/
https://www.angeltheory.org/06.75b__Angel-Theory__Chapter-1-Part-5__New-Super-Macroeconomics__(13-Dec-2017).pdf
https://www.angeltheory.org/
https://nickrayball.com/
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Final note, S-World AGI is not a purist AGI, it is as-if AGI. 

 

What do I mean by as-if, well a good example is myself, and my spelling, I’ve 

never been officially written up as dyslexic, but to read my work without Word 

Editor and Grammarly you would think you were reading the work of a young 

child. So for sure, I am ‘as-if’ dyslexic, as you would not be able to tell the 

difference between me and someone with dyslexia. It has its benefits, especially 

in the technological age. But I’ll not get into that now. 

 

Instead, let us just use the analogy and say that t10t (The 10 S-World 

Technologies) that I have developed since 2011 are ‘as-if’ AGI in that the 

financial and beneficial nature of them would seem to anyone who witnesses 

their unleashed power as if it were real-world AGI – Artificial General 

Intelligence. At least as far as is written in books like Life 3.0 et al.  

 

The 10 Technologies are designed in a way that needs no innovation, as S-World 

AGI is a combination of AI that we know today and human intelligence that we 

all have. Plus of course, the spiritually and quantum gravity theory that helped 

inspired the S-World t10t plan.  

 

I suggest you start looking at T7. S-RES, as presented on NickRayBall.com to see 

just one of the 10 technologies. But note it will be a week or maybe two before I 

have added all the links and written the homepage, and the best work so far – 

the 62 different S-World Algorithm sets are safely stored on a semi-encrypted 

server. 

 

  

 

 
 


